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Abstract

Purpose The study considers whether involuntary civil comment (ICC) statute provisions are associated with homicide rates. Do statutes based solely upon dangerousness criteria versus broader ICC-criteria—i.e. “need for treatment,” “protection of health and safety,” and family protection—have differential associations related to their goal of reducing the frequency of homicide?

Method State-level data were obtained from online data bases and key-informant surveys. Ordinary-least-squares and Poisson regression were used to evaluate the association between statute characteristics, mental health system characteristics, and 2004 Homicide Rates after controlling for firearm-control-law restrictiveness and social-economic-demographic-geographic-and-political indicators historically related to homicide rate variation.

Results Poisson and OLS models, respectively, were significant: likelihood ratio $\chi^2 = 108.47$, $df = 10; p < 0.000$ and Adj. $R^2 = 0.72; df = 10, 25; F = 10.21; p < 0.000$. Poisson results indicate that social-economic-demographic-geographic-and-political-indicators had the strongest association with state homicide rates ($p < 0.000$). Lower rates were associated with: broader ICC-criteria ($p < 0.01$), fewer inpatient-bed access problems ($p < 0.03$), and better mental health system ratings ($p < 0.04$).

OLS results indicate that social-economic-demographic-geographic-and-political indicators accounted for 25% of homicide rate variation. Broader ICC-criteria were associated with 1.42 less homicides per 100,000. Less access to psychiatric inpatient-beds and more poorly rated mental health systems were associated with increases in the homicide rates of 1.08 and 0.26 per 100,000, respectively.

Conclusions While social-economic-demographic-geographic-and-political indicators show the strongest association with homicide rate variation, the results show the importance and potentially preventive utility of broader ICC criteria, increased psychiatric inpatient-bed access, and better performing mental health systems as factors contributing to homicide rate variation.
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Introduction

This study considers civil commitment statutory provisions and their objective of reducing the frequency of dangerous behavior [1, 2]. Commitment statutes require individual participation in mental health care either in a psychiatric inpatient facility, involuntary inpatient commitment (IIC), or under involuntary outpatient commitment (IOC) while remaining in community residence. The requirement is enforced only after an evaluation finding an individual’s behavior conforms to specific criteria, is believed to be the result of a mental disorder, and a finding that the individual is refusing to accept mental health treatment. IIC exists in all states and the District of Columbia; IOC is found in 44 states and the District [3–5]. IOC orders are generally described as “a least restrictive alternative to psychiatric hospitalization” for those meeting the IIC behavior criteria of the jurisdiction. There is almost universal statutory agreement that at least one behavioral criterion
precipitating an IIC or IOC is “danger to self or others.” Despite this consensus, there is considerable statutory variation in IIC and IOC behavioral criteria, the duration of initial commitments, and several other statutory provisions. This paper considers the aforementioned statutory variation and evaluates its relationship, along with accompanying variations in state mental health system characteristics, to the occurrence of one form of dangerous behavior, homicide.

The National Alliance on Mental Illness’s (NAMI) platform advocates for increased availability of effective, comprehensive, community-based systems of care for persons with mental illness and for changes in civil commitment law they believe will have an impact on violence-involved persons with mental illness and for changes in civil commitment law they believe will have an impact on violence-associated outcomes, notably: broader and more flexible commitment law they believe will have an impact on violence-related behaviors. The Bazelon Center for Mental Health Law views the inadequacies of the mental health system and inappropriate blames violent incidents on the perpetrator’s unwillingness to seek treatment without evidence that appropriate treatment was offered and rejected [4].

Little research exists on the impact of ICC statutory variation on homicide outcomes. Over time homicide rates associated with mental illness behave like the population-rates [8]. Within time-periods they can vary independently, influenced by mental health policy and other factors. For example, between 1957 and 1969 (pre-community care) in the United Kingdom (UK) the population-homicide rate increased as did the homicide rate attributable to mental illness ($r = 0.81, p = 0.001$). Between 1970 and 1995, a period of emphasis on community care and brief revolving-door psychiatric hospitalizations, the mental illness-associated homicide rate decreased relative to the population rate ($r = -0.45, p = 0.013$) [9, 10]. In countries with lower homicide rates the mentally ill account for a greater proportion of homicides, potentially making policies related to their care more influential in homicide rate variation [11–13]. Between 1990 and 2000 homicide rates fell sharply in the United States and appear to have leveled off between 2000 and 2006 [14]. Given the lower homicide rate in the US, it may be hypothesized that like other countries with lower rates, homicides associated with mental illness in the US may now constitute a greater proportion of all homicides and the characteristics of the mental health system should therefore be more important in influencing their occurrence.

This study attempts to determine whether ICC statutory variation and variations in state mental health system characteristics are associated with variations in dangerous behavior reflected in state homicide rates.

**Method**

The study provides a cross-sectional picture of the relationship between variations in IIC and accompanying IOC statutes [4], mental health system characteristics [15], and homicide rates [16]. Since IIC/IOC statutes vary by state, the state is the unit of analysis [4]. A general model including factors believed to be associated with homicide rate variation was constructed. The following variables were included:

**2004 Homicide Rates**

Though much of the literature considering the relationship between homicide and mental illness relies on perpetrator-conviction rates [9, 11, 17] this study uses a victim-based-rate, the 2004 State Homicide Rate, for its criterion variable. Perpetrator-conviction rates are likely to underestimate the involvement of the mentally ill and thus be less likely to find associations with mental health system characteristics. The numerator of perpetrator-based-rates excludes the mentally ill themselves (who are six-times more likely to be homicide victims than the general public) and bystanders (victims of circumstance precipitated by the actions of the mentally ill) [1, 18–20]. Analyses based solely on mentally ill convicted perpetrators also underestimate the number of such perpetrators. (In 2004, 37.4% of US homicide investigations failed to “clear” police records and were written-off leaving a substantial portion of murder cases unresolved. Most of those arrested on homicide charges never made it to trial, 86% plea bargained, perhaps to a lesser charge, and 30% of those tried were not convicted [21].)
IIC/IOC and mental health system covariates

The breadth/inclusiveness of the state IIC behavioral criterion was chosen as the primary covariate given NAMI’s view that broadening such criteria would help prevent dangerous behavior [6]. IIC behavioral criteria were dichotomized (coded 2, for broader standards including protection of ‘health and safety’, ‘family’ and ‘need for treatment’; coded 1 for more restrictive dangerousness standards: danger to self, others, and grave disability) [4].

When IOC behavioral criteria are less stringent (broader) than IIC, it is easier to place someone on IOC but more difficult to enforce IOC with hospitalization. Since this circumstance might alter the association of the IIC criterion with the homicide rate, stringency of IOC versus IIC criteria was included (coded 1, less stringent, and 0, the same or more stringent). “Civil additions to psychiatric inpatient facilities in 2000” (i.e. new civil cases added to the hospital census) [22] was included as an indicator of IOC utilization. (Given the dearth of psychiatric beds, such hospitalizations are mainly IICs) [22]. The “percent of patients retained in psychiatric inpatient facilities for >90 days” was included as a measure of the extent of use of protective custody [23]. The “frequency of IOC use in 2004” (coded 1, very rarely thru 5, very frequently) [24] and the “duration of the initial IOC order” (in days) [4] were included as indicators of how broadly and with what degree of intensity this intervention was employed.

State’s mental health system quality was assessed by NAMI in a 2005 survey. States were letter-graded on 39 criteria organized in four weighted categories totaling 100 points: infrastructure (18 points), information access (16 points), services (44 points), and recovery supports (22 points). Herein, grades, derived from the 39 criteria, were converted to scores: \( B = 9 \)—the highest grade received—to \( F = 1 \) the lowest, including pluses and minuses [15]. “Problems with psychiatric inpatient-bed accessibility” (graded 0, serious problems exist, to 3, no problems exist) was also included [15].

Context covariates

Firearm availability, elsewhere associated with violence indicators [25, 26] is represented by survey ratings [25, 27] of “the restrictiveness of state firearms-law regulations,” (higher scores indicate more regulation).

Research based upon multiple theoretical foci, summarized in Land et al.’s [28] four-decade study of structural covariates of homicide rates, specifies six variables consistently associated with homicide rate variation. These associations are replicated in multiple studies [28], subsequent research [29, 30], and are stable across time, area (state, county and census tract), and type of homicide [28–30]. Using Land et al. methods, including Principal Components Analysis, six covariates were reconstructed from 2004 data (unless otherwise specified). An Age–Conservative–Gender Component score, based on assumptions that more conservative social environments might account for findings of reduced homicide rates, added a seventh covariate not covered by Land et al. [28]. These covariates are represented herein by a predicted-score derived from regressing 2004 homicide rates on the seven variables—specifically: three single indicators (% age 15–24 [31]; % divorced males 15+ years old [31]; and Southern state) and four principal component scores:

1. Population structure component [28] (based on: the natural log of population density [31]),
2. Resource deprivation component (based on: % black [31], % children not living with both parents [31], the natural log of the state’s median family income [31], % families in poverty [31], and the GINI poverty index >99 [31]),
3. Social disorganization component (based on the state’s number of prisoners, average illicit drug use, [32] and unemployment rate [31]),
4. Age–Conservative–Gender Component (based on the state’s American Conservative Union (ACU) Rating (ACU’s political conservatism rating of a state’s congregational delegation’s voting record [33], the state’s sex ratio (no. of males per 100 females [31]), and median age [31]).

The component scores were derived with a regression method based on principal component analysis of the variables listed as associated with each component.

Human subjects

Procedures were approved by the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects.

Reliability and validity

Consistency of measurement and validity estimates for variables included in the general model are limited in availability and come in various forms given multiple data sources. Though criticized for inaccuracy and underreporting [34], the stability of the measurement of the “2004 State Homicide Rate” variable is very high. Measured by the average correlation between state rates (reported that year) and those reported between 1996 and 2008, it is \( r = 0.935 \) [35]. This would indicate that while rates have varied nationally overtime they did so very consistently across the states.
Legal provisions for ICC and those related to restrictiveness of gun laws derive from surveys of state statutes. The former dichotomization of ICC statutes into dangerous and broader statutes was checked multiple times [4] for agreement and against an alternate listing [36]. The three-category “restrictiveness of state firearm laws” variable was validated by a study showing that it significantly and correctly separated the “percent of households with firearms” and the “number of suicides involving a firearm” in each state [25].

Consistency in measurement of variables taken from key informant surveys was primarily guaranteed by training efforts to ensure that data gatherers secured the data in a uniform fashion. This was the case for variables taken from the NAMI survey and the frequency of IOC reporting survey [15, 24]. The stability coefficient for NAMI grades in 2005 and 2009, reported in “whole” grades (as opposed to the plus/minus grades reported for 2005 used herein) was $r = 0.587$. Given expected changes in mental health system performance and major changes in NAMI’s 2009 survey methods, and weighting categories, this is a fairly stable system assessment [37].

Most of the covariate control variables come from The American Community Survey (ACS) which replaces the US decennial census long form as the nation’s primary source of socioeconomic data for all geographic areas [31]. A study of the reliability of these figures found that median coefficients of variability for demographic, social, economic, and housing variables in the ACS are reduced to a third of their census tract levels by modest aggregation—i.e. from the census tract to the neighborhood level. It would therefore appear that the current study’s state level variables would likely produce reasonable levels of reliability. Validity estimates derived from the correlation between ACS and county administrative data vary between $r = 0.87$ and 0.98 [38].

### Results

The average 2004 homicide rate in the 43 jurisdictions with IIC/IOC statutes was $4.51 \pm 2.27$ per 100,000. The states with the lowest homicide rates were New Hampshire and North Dakota, 1.4 per 100,000; Louisiana had the highest, 12.7 per 100,000.

Among the 43 IIC/IOC jurisdictions, the behavioral criteria used for IIC placement varied considerably: 3(7%) using only “danger to self and others”; 17(39.5%) adding grave disability; 20 (46.5%) adding a “need for treatment”; 2 (4.7%) health safety and property protection; and, 1 (2.3%), adding to the aforementioned the likelihood of inflicting serious emotional burden on families.

NAMI’s system grade was $3.92 \pm 2.29$ ($N = 37$), almost a D+, indicating extensive system failure. The psychiatric inpatient bed access problem score average was $1.14 \pm 0.71$ ($N = 37$), i.e. most jurisdictions had moderate problems and plans to remedy them.

### Model results

Both multivariate models for the 2004 homicide rates reported in Table 1 were significant. The OLS regression results, Model A, were $R^2 = 0.80$; Adj. $R^2 = 0.72$; $df = 10, 25$; $F = 10.21; p < 0.000$. The strongest association with homicide rates was the predicted score based on the structural covariates to homicide rates accounted for an independent contribution of almost four times that of the IIC breadth factor—i.e. 25.0% versus 6.8% of the total variance. Model B results replicate findings [28] demonstrating the primary importance of the area “Resource deprivation component”, positively associated with homicide rates for four decades.

### Analysis

Statistical procedures were conducted using SPSS Version 17.

Descriptive statistics are provided. OLS and Poisson Regression (the latter for statistical accuracy with rates and the former for interpretability) are used to test a general model documenting the association between the IIC/IOC statute characteristics, mental health system characteristics, and 2004 homicide rates, after accounting for context-covariates—state firearm-law restrictiveness and the social-economic-demographic-geographic-and-political covariates entered first as a predicted score and then individually. Extensive analyses designed to challenge the model results also used logistic regression and ANOVA.
Since States generally have the same criteria for both IIC and IOC, it is difficult to separate their effects. They are highly correlated ($r = 0.67$). IOC was not included in the model because of this co-linearity and because the greater use of IIC made it the theoretical choice as an explanatory indicator. However, the OLS and Poisson regressions were rerun with the “interaction of IIC and IOC breadth indicators” substituted for the IIC indicator. The OLS model produced little change with the IIC/IOC interaction term significant at $p = 0.008$. The results of the Poisson regression using the interaction term are reported in Table 2, Model D. “Inpatient additions” were significant though not so in Model C (all models were rerun without the inpatient variable since “inpatient additions” for 2004 were not available and 2000 figures were used in the analyses. No differences were found in the other significant associates of Homicide using this process).

Challenges to model-results validity

The relationships between predictors in a model, the absence of a relevant predictor from the model, and failure to adequately consider the unique contributions of covariates within a model, sometimes spuriously account for apparently substantive findings such as that observed herein in between ICC-breadth and homicide rates. High tolerance and low NIF statistics (c.f. Table 1, Model A) indicate, however, that the evaluated relationships do not derive from the presence of co-linearity—i.e. highly correlated explanatory predictor-variables that can lead to high variability in the size of the coefficients. The high Tolerance statistics also indicate that model predictors contribute independently to explaining the variance in homicide rates; they are not significantly related to each other. Alternative hypotheses, accounting for the observed primary findings, based on interrelationships between model-predictors are therefore unlikely to be confirmed. This was tested by running smaller models considering associations between other predictors and the ICC variable—e.g. models inquiring as to whether the breadth of the ICC criterion was associated with “numbers of additions”, “access to inpatient beds” and/or “>90-day stays”. These Logistic regression models were not significant. Nor were they significant when interactions between predictors were

---

**Table 1** OLS models evaluating the association of homicide rates, civil commitment statute characteristics, mental health system characteristics, state firearm control provisions, and structural covariates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic:</th>
<th>Model A 2004 Homicide Rate from civil commitment law and mental health system characteristics controlling for structural covariates$^a$</th>
<th>Model B 2004 Homicide Rate from structural covariates$^b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breadth of behavioral inpatient civil commitment criteria: broader criterion = 2; dangerousness criterion = 1</td>
<td>$-1.42$</td>
<td>$0.49$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient additions per 100,000</td>
<td>$0.00$</td>
<td>$0.00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of state hospital beds occupied at end of 2004 by patients staying &gt;90 days</td>
<td>$0.01$</td>
<td>$0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of initial outpatient commitment order in days</td>
<td>$0.20$</td>
<td>$0.16$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOC frequency of use in 2004</td>
<td>$0.00$</td>
<td>$0.00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOC stringency compared with inpatient criterion</td>
<td>$-0.26$</td>
<td>$0.48$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global state mental health service grades</td>
<td>$-0.26$</td>
<td>$0.12$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric inpatient bed access</td>
<td>$-1.08$</td>
<td>$0.37$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firearm law restrictiveness</td>
<td>$-0.79$</td>
<td>$0.41$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted homicide rate from structural covariates</td>
<td>$0.86$</td>
<td>$0.15$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population structure component</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource deprivation component</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Age 15–24 in 2004</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Divorced males in 2004 (15+ years old)</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern states (civil war)</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social disorganization component</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, conservative, gender component</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model statistics: $^a$ $R^2 = 0.80$; Adj. $R^2 = 0.72$; $df = 10$, $25$; $F = 10.21$; $p < 0.000$; $^b$ $R^2 = 0.56$; Adj. $R^2 = 0.49$; $df = 7$, $42$; $F = 7.78$; $p < 0.000$
included (e.g. additions and “>90-day stays”) or when the “resource deprivation component” was used alone instead of the “predicted score”—the latter model belying an alternative hypothesis indicating that states with less deprivation might be less preoccupied with dangerousness and therefore have mental health laws with a greater emphasis on paternalism than on public protection.

Inclusion of all significant variables in the model is essential and the analyses herein have attempted to include all associates of homicide rates discussed as stable across several decades [28] as well as other relevant alternatives. It has been argued, for example, that restrictive laws were introduced in order to contain costs [39] leading to a possible conclusion that more impecunious states might have more homicides because of poorer policing (or wealthier states have better services), etc. The addition of the state’s “per capita community mental health spending” to the models, as well as interaction terms of “per capita community mental health spending” with the “behavioral IIC criterion” and “per capita community mental health spending” with “NAMI grade” were not significant. These variables also did not alter the significant reported relationships between 2004 Homicide Rates and the other covariates in the general model.

Variables making up the social-economic-demographic-and-political-covariate control score were tested to evaluate their unique effects (vs. common variance effect) on the relationship between the IIC behavioral criteria and the homicide rate. Separate regressions were run in which each covariate comprising the predicted score was substituted individually for the predicted score in the model as opposed to using the predicted covariate-control score summarizing all the Land et al. covariates. This procedure did not indicate a modification of the relationship between the breadth of the behavioral IIC criteria variable and homicide rates. The Resource Deprivation Component score, the primary variable found significant in Model B, was inserted in the general models instead of the full predicted-covariate-control score without change in the ICC criteria significance or that of the mental health indicators. The latter procedure was done using the weighted Resource Deprivation Component score derived from the Principal Components analysis and with a unit-weighted score.

One-way ANOVAs were run to determine whether states with broader IIC and IOC criteria differed on the covariates. No significant differences were found—confirming that there was no relationship between Deprivation or any of the other covariates and state choice of ICC law.

Discussion

As anticipated in this period of comparatively reduced homicides relative to the 1990s, the three mental health
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Table 2 Poisson regression models evaluating the association of homicide rates, civil commitment statute characteristics, mental health system characteristics, state firearm control provisions, and structural covariates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model criterion:</th>
<th>Model C</th>
<th></th>
<th>Model D</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004 Homicide Rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters:</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breadth of behavioral inpatient civil commitment criteria:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broader criterion = 2; dangerousness criterion = 1</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>5.99</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of breadth of behavioral inpatient civil commitment criteria with breath of outpatient commitment criterion: broader criterion = 2; dangerousness criterion = 1</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>17.63</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient additions per 100,000</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of state hospital beds occupied at end of 2004 by patients staying longer than 90 days</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of initial outpatient commitment order in days</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOC frequency of use in 2004</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOC stringency compared with inpatient criterion</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global state mental health service grades 2005</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric inpatient bed access</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firearm law restrictiveness</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted homicide rate from structural covariates</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>25.79</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Omnibus tests compare the fitted model against the intercept-only model

Model C likelihood ratio $\chi^2 = 108.47; df = 10; p = 0.000$, Model D likelihood ratio $\chi^2 = 122.90; df = 10; p = 0.000$
system indicators—broader ICC criteria, increased psychiatric inpatient-bed access, and better performing mental health systems—were significant factors associated with homicide rate variation. Cumulatively these mental health system characteristics accounted for 17% of the homicide rate variance; while the proportion of variance explained by traditional and consistently predictive social-economic-demographic-geographic-and-political covariates, 25%, was less than half the explanatory variance, 58% [28], contributed by these indicators in past decades. Consistent with these findings, the circumstances of the homicides following the homicide rate decline in the ‘90s are more likely to involve those characteristic of the homicides involving the mentally ill—homicides associated with someone known to the victim [40]. In New York City in 2009 only 34% of homicides were by people unknown to the victim [41].

ICC statutory criteria, mental health inpatient involvement, and homicide rates

Homicide has been found to be preventable in as much as 65% of cases [42, 43]. ICC laws are believed to enable prevention of harm to self or others resulting from mental illness. ICC preventive oversight is associated with reduced victimization [44] and reduced patient mortality [45]. ICC criteria define the characteristics of those individuals in given circumstances thought to be at high risk of causing harm and who are in need of inpatient treatment.

In considering the impact of ICC criteria, researchers have primarily focused on the “numbers admitted to inpatient care” and the “duration of hospitalizations” as indicators of “frequency” and “intensity” of utilization. Researchers have generally shown that the broadening of ICC criteria is associated with an immediate increase in admission rates which are sustained for at least 2 years [46]. When ICC criteria are narrowed to a dangerousness standard, 15 of 17 short- and long-term studies based on independent data sets showed increases in admissions followed by initial post-reform decreases [46]. Admissions as well as duration of inpatient mental hospital admissions, however, in this period of deinstitutionalization, have trended downward and have always been constrained by resource/bed availability and system financing mechanisms [47, 48]—a fact that would limit the strength of their relation to substantive policy change such as the explicit ICC definition.

Such resource/bed constraints may have contributed to the herein observed lack of robust associations between higher inpatient additions and homicide rates and the observed non-significant associations between “>90-day stays” and the homicide rate. Further, the more narrowly construed dangerousness criteria allow for confinement of people only after the dangerous behavior has been demonstrated. The expected association between psychiatric hospital utilization and homicide may therefore be attenuated because mentally ill homicide victims are dead, and perpetrators if detained are placed in criminal justice facilities never having been seen in the mental health system [40]. Alternatively stated, if, under a dangerousness criterion, significant numbers of homicide offenders or victims never become mental health facility inpatients (because they are imprisoned or dead) and if inpatient additions are restricted by resource/bed limitations, the range of each variable is restricted such that the relationship between them will be weakened or non-existent.

The patient’s status on the ICC criteria, however, has been found to be a major factor in determining who enters the hospital [49] and a major factor in determining when, in the course of illness a person is brought into the mental hospital [50]. Selection for ICC, based on different ICC criteria, recruits different patient groups into psychiatric hospitals [51, 52] at different times in the course of their illness [50]. The associations documented herein between the homicide rate and the ICC criterion would appear to indicate that the broader criteria when used in the determination of who and when a patient is placed on ICC are more effective in curtailing homicide risk than the more narrow, dangerousness focused criteria.

Broader ICC criteria appear to allow more rapid, timely, and targeted intervention, especially in better mental health systems with access to inpatient hospital beds (statistically significant characteristics sustained in the Poisson regressions). Findings herein seem to substantiate this observation as ICC behavioral criteria more inclusive than “danger to self, others and grave disability” appear to be associated with lower homicide rates. The unstandardized regression coefficient associated with the ICC behavioral criterion in Model A estimates this association to be more than one homicide fewer per 100,000. A meta-analysis of 60 studies in 16 countries found that the average duration of first-episode-untreated psychosis for jurisdictions with a dangerous criterion was 79.5 weeks, but only 55.6 weeks in jurisdictions with broader IIC criteria (p < 0.007) [53]. This earlier intervention associated with broader IIC laws selects a different high-risk group than is selected for ICC in dangerousness-criterion-jurisdictions. Allowing for selection early in initial episodes capitalizes on the circumstances of the mentally ill more likely to be involved in homicides. In 11 of 14 studies from Western countries between 30 and 50% of the lifetime-risk of homicide attributable to psychosis appeared in the first episode [54]. Three North American studies report between 28 and 72% of people with NGRI verdicts had never been hospitalized. Lack of mental health service involvements among probationers and parolees, despite extensive criminal histories,
is a prevalent characteristic of people with mental illness in prison for murder [40]. And, one study found that 61% of 88 persons with psychotic illness who had committed homicide were experiencing a first psychotic episode [55].

Broader behavioral IIC criteria allow for consideration of “health and safety,” “need for treatment,” “likelihood and history of deterioration,” and “family disruption” in civil commitment decisions. Patterns of behavior and circumstances, that may not support a judgment of imminent dangerousness, can be considered using these broader criteria. Past violent victimization, violence in the surrounding environment, substance abuse, and rage or anger have shown a cumulative association with the risk of violent behavior [40, 55] increasing the likelihood of homicide among the mentally ill, innocent bystanders, helpers, or family relations. Mental health professionals are among the helpers that are at higher risk of becoming victims of non-fatal violent crime (psychiatrists 68.2 per 1,000, and mental health custodial professionals, 69.0 per 1,000 vs. physicians, 16.2 per 1,000, and nurses, 21.9 per 1,000) and thus of becoming homicide victims [56]. Rage or anger, more easily considered as a factors under a protection of health and safety standard, are the most frequently mentioned motives for murder by convicted mentally ill prisoners and this emotion was overwhelmingly directed toward intimate or familial relations [40].

The association of violent behavior with severe and especially untreated mental illness, most notably with schizophrenia, has been established [40, 57]. Broader criteria may allow better selection based on the complex relationship between violence and mental illness—one associated with multiple risk factors in several domains [56] most notably substance abuse [58, 59]. Such risk factors are not independent of the mental illness; they occur interactively and are exacerbated by dysfunctional coping mechanisms (such as medication non-compliance associated with violence [58, 60]) that are part of the mental illness. The presence of the risk factor in a majority of the involved mentally ill does not discount the role of mental illness in homicide [61, 62]. ICC targets individuals not because they abuse substances but because they have engaged in behavior that is due to their mental illness [63].

Future research is needed to empirically document the recognition of patterns of behavior and circumstance used by clinicians to make ICC decisions in jurisdictions functioning under broader behavioral criteria. Such research related to documenting the recognition and use of the patterns of behavior and circumstance used in the assessment of dangerousness has demonstrated the reliability and utility of such assessments [63]. It would seem, however, that those patterns of behavior and circumstance used by clinicians to make ICC determinations in jurisdictions with broader behavioral criteria may have more preventive utility and greater predictive validity with respect to homicide prevention.

Mental health system characteristics and homicide rates

Though the findings are modest, it is most encouraging to report that the results do offer evidence of an association between homicide rates, inpatient bed access, and the quality of the mental health system. The amelioration of “moderate problems” with inpatient-bed-access (the average state experience) was associated with one fewer homicide per 100,000 and overall quality improvement was associated with the same magnitude of homicide rate reduction when system grades improved from a D+ (the average state experience) to a B−. Both access to timely hospitalization via the acute psychiatric bed and rather modest improvements to the mental health system may help prevent homicide. It would appear that it does not take an A-rated system to impact homicide prevention.

Significant numbers of at-risk-individuals are entering the mental health system. Of 673 new entrants to public mental health services in six Northern California counties over 4 years, 22% (N = 150) faced violent-felony charges, 5.8% (N = 39) were convicted; seven individuals were charged with ten homicides and convicted on five [64]. A recent study has indicated that 51,413 psychiatric inpatient beds exist in the US and 147,233 are needed [65]. Bed reductions have not been accompanied by concomitant development of less-restrictive-alternatives that might provide bed-access [66–68]. People with mental illness needing psychiatric inpatient access, or more appropriately crisis facility access as an alternative to hospitalization, are often, in poor quality mental health systems, denied such access and/or prematurely released from general hospitals only to return in a revolving-door pattern [69, 70].

The study has its limitations. It does not offer causal certainty and the findings need to be interpreted with caution. The results are controversial as they offer evidence that may reinforce stereotypes that increase the difficulty of efforts to promote community acceptance of people with mental illness. Yet, by focusing on victim as opposed to perpetrator rates they illustrate the possible helpful potential of mental health system design. Further, the use of the dangerousness criterion as opposed to ICC broader criteria seems to have had the paradoxical consequence of increasing stigma by fostering the public’s perception of the mentally ill as dangerous [71]. The study involves ecological correlations and cross-sectional association at the state level between mental health system characteristics, statutory characteristics, and homicide rates. No direct link between the individual experience of the system/statute characteristics and the homicide incident has been established by the ecological analysis herein. The analyses,
however, were designed to challenge the association between homicide rates and the ICC criteria. They were designed to insure the absence of co-linearity influence by simultaneously and individually controlling relevant covariates. The latter effort makes it difficult to argue that the associations reported are spurious.

Conclusion

The study’s findings reinforce other study findings indicating a need for increased protective oversight, in better quality mental health systems, increased bed access, and IIC and IOC criteria facilitating early preventive intervention for a very vulnerable population of people with serious mental illness. Excellent progress has been made in recognizing the need to protect the rights of such individuals, and new legislation expanding protective oversight must continue to do so while recognizing the group’s vulnerability. There can be no going back to total control of the social lives and opportunities of people with severe mental illness, yet, their vulnerability to victimization and/or that of their families and associates should not go unprotected.
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